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We had mentioned in our previous analysis 
that Bitcoin could slide to £25,000 and the 
price dipped to £25,414.38 on February 24. 
The subsequent rally rose to the 50-day simple 
moving average (SMA) but the bears defended 
the level aggressively.

The BTC/GBP pair turned down on February 
26 but strong buying on February 28 propelled 
the price above the 50-day SMA. The rally has 
reached the strong resistance zone of £32,382 to 
£34,031.

This zone has acted as a strong resistance on 
three previous occasions, hence the bears are 
again expected to mount a strong defence. If the 
price turns down from this zone, the pair could 
drop to the 50-day SMA.

A sharp bounce off the 50-day SMA could offer a 
buying opportunity to traders as that will suggest 
that sentiment has turned positive and traders 
are buying on dips. If buyers drive the pair above 
the overhead zone, the next stop could be the 
200-day SMA.

This positive view will be invalidated if the price 
turns down from the current level and breaks 
below the 50-day SMA. Such a move will indicate 
that the pair remains range-bound between 
£24,450 and £34,032.

Lastly please check out the advancement’s 

happening in the cryptocurrency world. 

Enjoy the issue!

Karnav Shah

Founder, CEO & Editor-in-Chief

EDITORS LETTER

 

The Russia-Ukraine conflict 
attracted strong economic 
sanctions by the West, sending 
the Russian ruble (RUB) 
tumbling to a record low of 
118 per dollar on February 
28, according to Bloomberg 
data. This resulted in a 
massive increase in Bitcoin 
trading volumes in the Russian 
ruble as investors sought to 
protect their wealth from the 
plummeting ruble. 

“Volume for both RUB and 
Ukrainian hryvnia (UAH) 
trading pairs increased far 
more quickly than volume 
for other pairs, such as BTC-
USD, which suggests the 
crisis is directly influencing 
trading behaviour,” said crypto 
data company Kaiko, CNBC 
reported.

The Russia-Ukraine conflict 
has underlined the importance 
of cryptocurrencies, which are 
borderless and censorship-
resistant.
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After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around 
the globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and 
ongoing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.

Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert 
technical analysis, providing trading opportunities to 
our subscribers as well as fundamental analysis so 
our readers can keep up to speed with the current 
developments in the crypto markets.

Not only do we provide the information necessary to 
trade active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but 
we also take a look at ICOs to help you find those 
golden projects with real value!

No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources 
to keep on top of the markets, we deliver everything 
directly to your inbox each and every week.

What are you waiting for?

Subscribe now!
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Hello, welcome to this week’s 223rd edition of Cryptonaire Weekly Magazine. The global crypto 
market cap is $1.91 Trillion, up $251 billion since the last week. The total crypto market trading 
volume over the last 24 hours has increased by 34.21% to $109.81 Billion. The DeFi volume is $17.17 
Billion, 15.63% of the entire crypto market’s 24-hour trading volume. The volume of all stable coins 
is $90.71 Billion, 82.61% of the total crypto market’s 24-hour trading volume.

WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS

Percentage of 

Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

Bitcoin’s price has increased 16.58% from $37,100 
last week to around $43,250 and Ether’s price has 
increased 14.71% from $2,550 last week to $2,925.
Bitcoin's market cap is $820 Billion and the altcoin 
market cap is $1.08 Trillion.

The crypto markets have been volatile in the past few 
days due to the developments on the geopolitical 
front. Bitcoin plunged on February 24 on news 
that Russian President Vladimir Putin had launched 
military operations in Ukraine. But Bitcoin soared 
on February 28 on possible strong demand from 
Russian investors. 

The Russia-Ukraine conflict attracted strong economic 
sanctions by the West, sending the Russian ruble 
(RUB) tumbling to a record low of 118 per dollar on 
February 28, according to Bloomberg data. This 
resulted in a massive increase in Bitcoin trading 
volumes in the Russian ruble as investors sought to 
protect their wealth from the plummeting ruble. 

“Volume for both RUB and Ukrainian hryvnia (UAH) 
trading pairs increased far more quickly than volume 
for other pairs, such as BTC-USD, which suggests the 
crisis is directly influencing trading behaviour,” said 
crypto data company Kaiko, CNBC reported.

For the past several days, Bitcoin has been closely 
correlated to the US equity markets. However, 
on February 28, Bitcoin showed the first signs of 
divergence when it soared more than 14% while 
the S&P 500 declined marginally. If the decoupling 

Bitcoin

Ethereum

Tether

BNB 

USD Coin  

XRP  

Terra                

Cardano

Solana 

Avalanche                 

Others

42.96%

18.30%

4.17%

3.41%

2.80%

1.95%

1.74%

1.70%

1.63%

1.13%

20.20%

continues, Bitcoin may behave more as a store of value rather than a risky asset.

“If you look at crypto specifically, when the traditional macro markets go down, crypto tends to 
be correlated with them for a period of roughly 70 days -- so a bit over two months -- and then it 
begins to break its correlation,” said Joey Krug of Pantera Capital in a recent note. “And so we think 
over the next number of weeks, crypto is basically going to decouple from traditional markets and 
begin to trade on its own again,” Bloomberg reported.

The Russia-Ukraine conflict has underlined the importance of cryptocurrencies, which are borderless 
and censorship-resistant.
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Previous Analysis...

Previous Analysis...

February 26 but the bull broke above the barrier on 
February 28. The pair could now rise to the resistance 
line of the triangle where the bears may mount a stiff 
resistance.

A break and close above the triangle will suggest that 
the downtrend could be over. The pair could then rally to 
the 200-day SMA and later to the overhead resistance 
at £2,932.90.

Contrary to this assumption, if the price turns down 
from the current level and slips below the 50-day SMA, 
the pair could slide to £1,918. The price action inside the 
triangle is likely to remain volatile. The pair may start a 
trending move after the price escapes the triangle.

the 50-day SMA. The rally has reached the strong resis-
tance zone of £32,382 to £34,031.

This zone has acted as a strong resistance on three pre-
vious occasions, hence the bears are again expected to 
mount a strong defence. If the price turns down from this 
zone, the pair could drop to the 50-day SMA.

A sharp bounce off the 50-day SMA could offer a buying 
opportunity to traders as that will suggest that sentiment 
has turned positive and traders are buying on dips. If buy-
ers drive the pair above the overhead zone, the next stop 
could be the 200-day SMA.

This positive view will be invalidated if the price turns 
down from the current level and breaks below the 50-day 
SMA. Such a move will indicate that the pair remains 
range-bound between £24,450 and £34,032.

CRYPTO TRADE OPPORTUNITIES

We had mentioned in our previous analysis that Bitcoin 
could slide to £25,000 and the price dipped to £25,414.38 
on February 24. The subsequent rally rose to the 50-day 
simple moving average (SMA) but the bears defended the 
level aggressively.

The BTC/GBP pair turned down on February 26 but 
strong buying on February 28 propelled the price above 

BITCOIN - BTC/GBP

We had suggested that Ether is likely to find strong 
buying support near £1,732 and that is what happened. 
The ETH/GBP pair bounced off £1,704.91 on February 24, 
indicating accumulation at lower levels.

The bears stalled the recovery at the 50-day SMA on 

ETHEREUM - ETH/GBP

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/bitcoin-price-gbp-how-to-trade-btc-gbp/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/ethereum-price-eth-how-to-trade-eth-gbp/
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Previous Analysis...

Previous Analysis...

Previous Analysis...

CARDANO - ADA/GBP

We said in our previous analysis that traders will aggressively 
defend £247 and that is how it played out. Binance Coin 
dipped below £247 but this move proved to be a bear trap. 

The price quickly turned around and bounced sharply, 
indicating strong demand at lower levels. The BNB/GBP 
pair has reached the 50-day SMA, which is again acting as 
a strong resistance. 

If the price turns down from the 50-day SMA, it will suggest 
that bears continue to sell on rallies. The bears will again try 
to pull the price toward the strong support at £247.

Conversely, if the price rises above the 50-day SMA, it will 
indicate a possible change in trend. The pair could then rise 
to £329. A break and close above this level will complete 
a double bottom pattern. This setup has a target objective 
of £411.

BINANCE - BNB/GBP

If the price turns down from the 50-day SMA, it will 
suggest that bears continue to sell on rallies. However, if 
bulls do not give up much ground from the 50-day SMA, 
it will increase the possibility of a break above the level.

A close above the 50-day SMA will be the first sign that 
the bears may be losing their grip. The pair could then 
attempt a rally to the resistance line of the channel. The 
bulls will have to clear this hurdle to signal the start of a 
new uptrend.

Alternatively, if the price turns down from the current level, 
the bears will again try to pull the pair to £0.60 and later 
challenge the psychological support at £0.50.

Cardano remains in a strong downtrend. The bulls 
purchased the dip to the support line of the descending 
channel on February 24 and the buyers are trying to push 
the ADA/GBP pair to the 50-day SMA. This level is likely to 
attract strong selling by the bears.

RIPPLE - XRP/GBP

XRP dipped to £0.46 on February 24, close to our 
projected support zone of £0.43 to £0.40. The XRP/GBP 
pair rose above the 50-day SMA on February 25 but turned 
back from the downtrend line on February 26.

A minor positive is that the bulls defended the 50-day SMA 

and the price bounced off this level on February 28. This 
indicates that the sentiment remains positive and traders 
are buying on dips. 

This increases the possibility of a break above the 
downtrend line. If that happens, the pair could rally to the 
overhead resistance zone of £0.67 to £0.70 where the 
bears are expected to mount a stiff resistance. Short-term 
traders may attempt to ride this likely move higher on a 
break and close above the downtrend line.

Contrary to this assumption, if the price turns down from 
the current level and breaks below the 50-day SMA, it will 
indicate that bears continue to sell on rallies. The pair could 
then drop to £0.50 and later to £0.46.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/xrp-price-gbp-how-to-trade-xrp-gbp/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/bnb-price-gbp-how-to-trade-bnb-gbp/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/cardano-price-gbp-how-to-trade-ada-gbp/
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The year 2022 began with quite a few launches 

of NFTs projects in January and the momentum is 

continuing in February too. The fact that most of 

the projects have long term vision as far as their 

existence and sustainability is concerned, shows 

that the existing players are quite bullish about the 

future of NFTs. 

One reason for the bullishness could be the spike 

in trading volumes that we saw in December after 

a period of declining volumes in the preceding few 

months. That being said, it is a long way ahead 

before NFTs are considered at par with other 

mainstream asset classes. 

Here are the key recent developments in the NFT 

space.

SolCity NFT Project
SolCity is a collection of 2,850 3D styled houses 

with changeable environments, created on the 

Solana blockchain network. Every NFT is built 

NFT MARKET SUMMARY

with different changeable attributes – background, 

house, fence, road, tree, minerals and ground – 

and every attribute has its unique rarity score that 

eventually affects the total rarity of the NFT.

The team behind the project will also donate 

10% from the total sale amount to the Habitat for 

Humanity organization, whose vision is to provide a 

decent place to live for everyone. Both the presale 

and public sale happened in January.

In terms of future benefits for holders, there will be 

opportunities for participation in the SolCity IDO 

platform presales with a guaranteed allocation, 

depending on the SolCity NFT rarity. Therefore, 

although you need just one SolCity NFT to participate 

in the future SolCity IDO platform, the rarer your 

NFT, the better allocation will you get. Moreover, if 

you hold more than one SolCity NFT, your allocation 

will sum up. 

In terms of future roadmap for the project, the 
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date of launching the SolCity IDO platform will 

be announced in the second quarter of 2022 

along with the presale of SolCity $SCN token and 

exclusive SolCity NFT merch will also be launched 

during this period.

In the third quarter of 2022, the team will create a 

Metaverse game with SolCity NFT as a main NFT to 

farm and earn in-game tokens.

Remember Metaverse
Remember Metaverse claims to be the world’s first 

commemorative NFT and dedicated Metaverse, 

aimed at remembering forever the ones you loved 

that are no longer here with us today. Powered by 

the Ethereum blockchain network, each memorial 

stone NFT is an original, delicately crafted artwork 

that provides you with a unique way to celebrate 

the story of your loved one. Each commemorative 

memorial stone NFT will stand in your chosen 

location throughout the Remember Metaverse. It 

will also serve as your key to the personal Memorial 

Hall, where you may keep, curate and cherish the 

memories of your loved ones. 

The Land in the Remember Metaverse is a finite, 

tradeable, 3D virtual real estate within the Remember 

Metaverse – Memorial Park. As a Land owner, you 

may place a memorial stone, build a Memorial Hall 

and beautifully decorate them to commemorate 

your loved ones. 

in terms of the project’s roadmap, Remember 

Metaverse is an ongoing and ever-growing project 

devoted to building an ever-lasting virtual memorial 

park. 

The team behind the project plans to distribute Land 

Voucher NFT to the Memorial Stone holders in the 

second quarter of 2022 and these vouchers may 

be used to claim land in Remember Metaverse and 

they will have first priorities in the land selection. 

New partnerships with global organizations will also 

be announced during this period and all memorial 

Stone owners will have the opportunity to download 

high quality 3D files of their respective Memorial 

Stones. With full compatibility for cross platform 

usage, it will be possible to share them far and wide.

Kami Tribe NFT
Kami Tribe NFT is an NFT collection featuring 6,999 

randomly generated warrior portraits, utilizing the 

Ethereum blockchain network. Each Kami features 

an iconic hero designed in a two-tone style which 

is reminiscent of manga artwork. The NFT art is 

randomly generated and there are three levels – 

rare, uncommon and common. 

The project is attracting a lot of attention and there 

are already thousands of followers of its social 

media channels already. With the purchase of a 

Kami Tribe NFT, you will become a member of a 

Tribe and grants you access to the Dojo community, 

whose benefits and offerings will increase over 

time. The minting started on February 18, 2022 and 

you can buy them from the secondary market if all 
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the 6,999 NFTs are already minted.

In terms of future roadmap, the team will set 

up a merchandise store on its website and the 

deployment date for KAMI DAO will be announced 

once 25% of the collection is sold. On achieving 50% 

sales, 0.1 Ethereum will be given to 10 holders and 

5 Ethereum will be added to the community wallet. 

Community members will be able to vote on how 

these funds will be used. 

When the project manages to sell 75% of the 

collection, one randomly selected holder will get 

an exclusive 3D printed artwork and another 5 

Ethereum will be added to the community wallet. At 

this stage, every holder of the NFT will be part of 

a DAO and 30% of all the fees will fill a community 

vault that will be used by the DAO in different ways.

Embers NFT 
The Embers NFT project is a collection of 5,555 

burning hot NFTs that are emitting heat and each 

individual Ember is carefully curated from over 150 

traits, along with some rare ones that cannot be 

found in any other Ember. The team behind the 

project said their vision is to create an amazing 

project that will shed light, joy, love and creativity.

The official date for the release of the collection is 

expected to be in March 2022. Once the project 

is launched, a DAO system will be built to ensure 

the community has full transparency, equality and 

justice in how the project is run.

Under the DAO system, new staff members, 

handpicked by the community, will be hired. Every 

holder of an Ember NFT will be able to cast a ballot 

and those who hold multiple Ember NFTs will be 

able to cast multiple ballots.  

In terms of giveaways, 10 Embers NFTs will be given 

away when the official Embers NFT Discord server 

achieves 10,000 members. In the next stage, the 

Red Cross or any other charitable organization of 

the community’s choice will receive $50,000. 

Thereafter, in the third stage, 25% of the profits 

gathered from the mint will be utilized to support 

the community wallet, staking and marketing, all 

of which will contribute to the project’s long-term 

sustainability. 

Holders will also get special airdrops and those who 

hold more will earn even rarer airdrops. Besides, 

the team wants to partner with small companies to 

develop unique real-life things which the holders 

will be able to purchase. These are expected to 

be unique things and much more distinctive than 

ordinary sweatshirt or other standard stuff.

Conclusion
As we have observed in the future plans of most 

of the projects mentioned above, the activities 

planned in their respective roadmaps clearly point 

out that the teams behind the projects are keen 

to build communities around their project, which 

will help them expand beyond their first collection 

and hopefully build communities that are mutually 

beneficial to each other and not just mere traders in 

the NFT marketplaces. Hope you enjoyed reading it. 

End.
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Swampverse is a collection of 9,600 NFTs featuring 
frog and toad characters, with algorithmically 
generated clothing, expressions and accessories. 
It is an Ethereum based project looking to create 
ongoing utility for its token holders through its 
current rollout and future metaverse plans. In fact, 
it is increasingly becoming sought after due to 
the multiple benefits that it offers to its holders, 
including unlocks, staking and community access.

In fact, the NFTs double up as your membership to 
the Swampverse with exclusive access to a tight-
knit community, limited merchandise, events and 
other collections such as Swampverse Creatures or 
Swampverse VX, which are yet to be released. 

As for the toads, not only do they have utility, but 
they also love to croak, which generates a $Token 
and that can yield even more rewards. You can 
unlock exclusive channels in the Discord server, 
have a vote in the community, unlock a 3D or VX 
version with $CROAKS and yield 5 $CROAKS per 
day. 

The developers of the project said their goal is to 
help anyone break their way into the NFT world 
successfully while having fun. The Phase 1 is being 
wrapped up and the Phase 2 will begin shortly.

The Swampverse brand is filled with unique and 
randomly generated pixel creatures to enhance 
your online experience. They are intended to be 
avatars for the two-dimensional space as well as 
playable avatars on platforms such as the Sandbox. 

The Sandbox and the metaverse open the possibilities 
for the community to create community games, 
adventures and experience with their uniquely 
owned Swampverse VX avatars. Moreover, the 
community will be able to vote on the future plans 
that the Swampverse creators will propose. They 
also want to host real life games and collaborate 
with other projects too.  

Meanwhile, in an effort to engage with their existing 
holders and also lure new users, the project 
developers are holding special contests for the 
coming Valentine’s Day.

The winner of the first prize will get a Valentine’s 
Swamper + merchandise item + custom rug and a 
gift card worth US $50. 

The winner of the second prize will get a Valentine’s 
Swamper + merchandise item and a gift card worth 
US $50.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/nfthub/swampverse-nft-collection-of-9600-frog-toad-character-nfts/
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The third prize winner will get a merchandise item 
and a gift card worth US $50 and the fourth prize 
winner will get a merchandise item and a gift card 
worth US $25. Finally, the winner of the fifth prize 
will a merchandise item. 

Earlier too, they have conducted various other 
events and contests through their social media 
channels and rewarded participants with giveaways.
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The Boujee Leopards Club has announced its plan 

to offer members a plethora of amazing giveaways. 

Among the benefits to be enjoyed are real-world 

utilities, including free Ethereum. However, the 

development map is set to start once the entire 

collection of 6,590 Leopard NFTs has been sold out.

An Overview of the Giveaways
The club has outlined several stages, each of which 

defines what members will be expecting. Firstly, the 

project will offer members an opportunity to own 

real-world utilities. Aside from scholarships, there’ll 

be a free ETH, a trip to Dubai, and several free ones 

to different animal sanctuaries.

Second, the giveaways include $100,000 to a 

wildlife reserve, plus raffling off a Porsche 911 worth 

$114,000 to one holder. Furthermore, “We’ll be 

keeping 25 ETH in the community vault, for the 

longevity and future community-driven ideas”, said 

Love, the CEO of the club.

The Boujee Leopards NFT project will also raffle 

10 Custom Leopards and there’ll also be daily 

giveaways for 30 consecutive days. Besides this, 

members will be joining the technical team in 

exploring the metaverse.

The development journey will also focus on giving 

members helpful information about the NFT space, 

creating valuable connections, an opportunity 

to own the Boujee Leopard Collectible (Tangible 

Figurines like Kaws), and getting $Boujee token 

rewards.

The Boujee Leopards Club Project
As a result of extensive poaching, the number of 

snow leopards has massively reduced. Currently, 

there are only 6,590 left on planet Earth. That’s 

why membership is capped at 6,590 in order to 

create awareness, donations and just support this 

family of amazing ghosts of the mountains. In other 

words, the goal is to prevent possible extinction of 

the snow leopards.

The Boujee Leopards Club is an NFT project whereby 

membership is solely through owning one of the 

6,590 Snow Leopard NFTs. None of the amazing 

leopard artwork resembles  another. They feature 

a variety range of hand-drawn traits like different 

aesthetics, personality, and utility.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/nfthub/the-boujee-leopards-club-nft-project-giveaways/
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Consumer brands are increasingly embracing the 
world of NFTs and metaverse, as they believe that is 
the future path to remain connected and relevant to 
their target customers. The latest to announce plans 
for the metaverse is the iconic American restaurant 
chain McDonald’s.

It has registered 10 trademarks in the virtual space, 
including its McCafe brand.

Trademark attorney Josh Gerben tweeted that the 
company has filed 10 applications indicating its plans 
to offer “a virtual restaurant featuring actual and 
virtual goods” and “operating a virtual restaurant 
featuring home delivery”. 

Gerben, who claims to have registered more than 
7,000 trademarks for his clients, told Forbes that 
he expected every brand to make such trademark 
filings for the metaverse in the next twelve months. 
The average time for the US Patent and Trademark 
Office to review an application for a trademark is 
about nine and a half months.

McDonald’s joins bakery and café chain Panera Bread 
who submitted a similar trademark application for a 
virtual restaurant and café chain called Paneraverse, 
who filed a similar application just day ago. Panera 
Bread’s plans also include downloadable content, 
NFTs, virtual food and beverage items, and other 
virtual facilities where users can assemble.  

As per the metaverse, it plans to offer virtual food 

and beverage products, downloadable multimedia 
files containing artwork, texts, audio and video files 
and NFTs. It will also provide entertainment services 
such as online actual and virtual concerts and other 
virtual events.

Gerben believed that neither McDonald’s nor Panera 
Bread would have any trouble in gaining approvals 
for their respective trademarks.

In virtual concerts, McDonald’s would be competing 
against other emerging virtual concert organizers 
like Animal Concerts that has recently partnered 
with South Korea’s Klaytn blockchain network to 
bring leading global music entertainment stars to 
the metaverse.

The partnership is expected to help Klaytn increase 
the number of NFTs traded on the platform. Klaytn, 
incidentally, is one of just three blockchains with 
native support on OpenSea.

Such concerts eliminate geographical barriers that 
have prevented fans from seeing their popular 
artists perform live and the problem exacerbated 
during the Covid-19 pandemic. It also reduces the 
costs of travelling significantly. 

With more and more global brands announcing 
their plans for the metaverse or launching NFTs, the 
economic activities surrounding the virtual space is 
only slated to increase further.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/nfthub/mcdonalds-files-for-trademarks-in-the-metaverse/
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The battle for authenticity of non-fungible tokens 
or NFTs have been heating up for a while now. The 
intensity or the magnitude increases significantly 
when it involves none other than the world’s most 
popular NFT collection – CryptoPunks, as NFT 
trading marketplace OpenSea has taken down or 
delisted CryptoPunks v1 NFT collection on charges 
of copyright infringement of both the art and the 
CryptoPunks name. 

It is a battle that stemmed from concerns pivoted 
around the basic economic correlation between 
supply and price. CryptoPunks v2 is the most 
popular NFT collection globally. A major part of 
the reason for its popularity is its scarcity, as only 
10,000 Punks are in supply.

The Context
In 2017, Larva Labs created the CryptoPunks v1 
NFT collection comprising a fixed supply of 10,000 
items. However, users soon found out an underlying 
bug within the smart contract of the project that 
enabled buyers to withdraw their Ethereum after 
their purchase. This resulted in multiple theft-like 
situations.

Larva Labs quickly sprang into action and deemed the 
collection as inauthentic and launched CryptoPunks 
v2, again with a fixed supply of 10,000 Punk images. 
However, the move came only after the 10,000 
Punks of CryptoPunks v1 were sold out. So, it 
resulted in a total supply of 20,000 Punks, with the 

authenticity of 10,000 of them disputed.

To further add to the confusion, Larva Labs cannot 
simply destroy the v1 project because, as a Twitter 
user pointed out, the smart contracts of both v1 and 
v2 are intertwined and point to the same file.

The whole issue remained below the limelight, as 
OpenSea had banned the sale of CryptoPunks 
v1, even though users wrapped them as ERC-721 
tokens to overcome the underlying bug. However, 
the recent listing of the wrapped collection on rival 
platform LooksRare prompted OpenSea to lift the 
ban. 

Nevertheless, blockchain enthusiasts remain divided 
over the authenticity issue and the existence of 
counterfeits can significantly affect consumer 
confidence in the original brand and affect the 
brand value.

Latest Development
OpenSea has once again delisted the CryptoPunks 
v1 collection, apparently due to a Digital Millennium 
Copyright Act takedown notice issued by 
CryptoPunks v2 developers Larva Labs to OpenSea. 

Incidentally, Larva Labs is the developer of both 
CryptoPunks v1 and CryptoPunks v2, which makes 
the development quite strange and intriguing. 

Developer Velinova.eth has claimed that they have 

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/nfthub/opensea-delists-cryptopunks-v1-again-legal-battles-heat-up/
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spoken with a top tier intellectual property rights 
attorney from the US, who has advised them that 
they are lawfully able to carry on in the trade of 
these CryptoPunks.

The community, meanwhile, is also preparing a 
counter notice to the OpenSea takedown and iits 
existing developers have chosen to rename the 
collection as CryptoPunks v1 313 WPV1, partly to 
reflect the NFT’s wrapped nature for patching up 
the bug.

The Impact
The issue of authenticity of CryptoPunks NFT 

collections have huge financial consequences too. 
With a total of 824,9467.17 Ethereum or equivalent 
of US $2.55 billion being traded, CryptoPunks v2 is 
the world’s most popular NFT collection. With only 
10,000 in supply, scarcity is one of the main reasons 
for its popularity, as mentioned above. Now, if an 
additional 10,000 is added to the supply, then it 
would obviously dilute the value of the brand and 
the collection. 

As for CryptoPunks v1 collection, reports suggested 
the wrapped v1 collection had surpassed 315.44 
Ethereum in total volume traded and it continued to 
operate on other marketplaces.

https://opensea.io/
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Hubble Protocol is now LIVE on the Solana Mainnet, 
as of the 31st of January, allowing individuals to mint 
and deposit USDH as well as stake their HBB.

After providing the knowledge on how to use Hubble, 
users can now take on the next step on the platform 
where USDH has entered the greater Solana system.

Mint USDH and Stake HBB 
You can now mint and deposit USDH as well as stake 
HBB.
HBB is staked on Hubble Protocol with the objective 

of earning rewards. Other than rewards, it is expected 
that the token will serve as a governance token, 
which will be used to vote on matters concerning 
improving proposals on the platform. Staking HBB 
calls for 85% earnings of the protocol’s fee.

USDH, a Solana native crypto-backed stablecoin, 
earns users a yield on their multi-asset collateral. 
Users can deposit multiple cryptocurrencies to mint 
USDH, including SOL, BTC, STH, and FTT. Users 
will be able to borrow while at the same time earn 
rewards.

PRESS RELEASE

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/press-release/hubble-protocol-now-live-on-solana/
https://cutt.ly/iPfJd8Q
https://youtu.be/xcqyg4X8yGc
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Step-by-Step Guide on How to Use Hubble
Using Hubble depends on the procedure you are 
looking to complete. The platform allows users to 
borrow USDH, stake HBB, participate in the stability 
pool, manage your loan, as well as redeem USDH 
for other tokens. You can also trigger liquidations, 
allowing the first participant triggering the liquidation 
to earn 0.5% of the total asset liquidated. The 
platform will include a step-by-step guide on how to 
use Hubble, providing instructions on:

- Borrowing USDH 

- Managing your loan 

- Participating in the stability pool 

- Staking HBB 

- Redeeming USDH 

- Triggering liquidations

Hubble Protocol is glad to be live on the Solana 
Mainnet. Users can easily participate in the token’s 
first use cases. In turn, you can start earning yields 
by participating in this decentralised finance with 
the help of USDH. You can provide and swap USDH 
via Saber, as well as provide HBB LP on Orca. 
Hubble’s stablecoin is a Dolana DeFi game changer.
Explaining what’s impressive about the innovative 

approach of the Hubble Protocol project, Editor in 
Chief at Cryptonaire Weekly Mr Karnav Shah said: 
“Hubble Protocol really provides one of the best 
solutions to crypto users who want to maximise 
their portfolio efficiency as your crypto continues 
to earn the best yield available while deposited with 
Hubble. At Platinum Crypto Academy we are glad 
to have introduced our readers to such a brilliant 
initiative. I’m sure we will have more from the Hubble 
Protocol project for our readers in our subsequent 
weeklies.”

Hopefully, you have enjoyed today’s article for 
further coverage please check out our crypto Blog 
Page Thanks for reading! Have a fantastic day! Live 
from the Platinum Crypto Trading Floor.

Earnings Disclaimer: The information you’ll find in 
this article is for educational purpose only. We make 
no promise or guarantee of income or earnings. You 
have to do some work, use your best judgement and 
perform due diligence before using the information 
in this article. Your success is still up to you. 
Nothing in this article is intended to be professional, 
legal, financial and/or accounting advice. Always 
seek competent advice from professionals in these 
matters. If you break the city or other local laws, we 
will not be held liable for any damages you incur.

https://cutt.ly/iPfJd8Q
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The revolutionary crypto cannabis platform was set 
to end its pre-sale on February 24th

LOS ANGELES, California (Feb 22nd, 2022) 
(MARKETWIRE) – REEFER Token (https://
reefertoken.io/) ($REEFER), the revolutionary 
crypto platform for the cannabis industry has 
has sold it its pre-sale 3 days earlier, which was 
slated to end on February 24th. REEFER Token 
expects to publicly list on Pancake Swap early 
next week. In advance of listing, REEFER Token will 
engage in an aggressive, targeted, and intensive 
marketing & promotional campaign that will include 
Instagram/Twitter influencers, Telegram AMA’s, call 
groups, and listings on influential coin sites such as 
(coinmarketcap.com) and (coingecko.com) Because 
of the early sell out, the REEFER Token founding 
team  had to reschedule a number of promotional 
initiatives planned. Check REEFER’s Telegram chat 
here for details in advance of the public listing. 

The founders of REEFER Token commented “There 
was incredible interest in REEFER Token, selling out 
our pre-sale allotment 3 days before it’s scheduled 
conclusion demonstrates the market’s demand for 
the cannabis and crypto industry that REEFER 
Token’s revolutionary solution offers. The REEFER 
Token founders are working hard to prepare for the 
public launch on Pancake Swap and will be working 
overtime in the next few days to further spread the 
word about REEFER Token. We have received lots of 
positive feedback as well as interest from investors 

who missed out on the pre-sale; stay tuned in the 
coming days as we begin our push before being 
listed on Pancake Swap. We appreciate the support 
of our strong and vibrant community who brought 
us hear and we look forward to lighting up and 
hitting the moon going forward.”   

Reefer Token is supported by the Binance Smart 
Chain. Identifying the need for a revolutionary 
universal solution that aligns the entire cannabis 
industry; growers, refiners, producers, manufacturers, 
retailers, and dispensaries, REEFER Token (https://
reefertoken.io/) ($REEFER) is launching to address 
the growing friction between cannabinoids and 
marijuana. REEFER Token aims to unite all parties 
in the cannabis ecosystem by providing a platform 
using blockchain technology to create more value 
for all stakeholders, including customers. REEFER 
Token will incorporate NFTs and gaming through 
an original game “Weed Wars” into this immersive 
ecosystem, bringing added value to producers and 
customers alike.  The REEFER Token platform has 
already been adopted by 15 cannabis dispensaries 
& 5 vape shops in South Florida. Reefer Token also 
launched a line of merchandise which sold out on its 
2nd day of availability.

$REEFER Tokenomics:
- 3% Reflections to Holders
- 3% Marketing & Advertising
- 3% Development & Sustainability
- 2% Auto Liquidity

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/press-release/reefer-token-sells-out-pre-sale-allotment-ahead-of-schedule
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Join the REEFER Token community on Telegram 
click here

Follow REEFER Token on Social Media on Twitter 
and Instagram

Smart Contract: 
0x701b57da9eff1d3f1ce4e90171f602ff16fc05a4
To learn more about REEFER Token presale, click 
here

About REEFER Token
REEFER Token ($REEFER) is Setting a New Industry 
Standard on how Legal Dispensaries, Smoke Shops, 
Vape Shops, Cannabis Lounges, Restaurants 
and Gamers Interact. Cannabis, Crypto, NFTs & 
Metaverse Combined to Birth the REEFER Ecosystem 
Revolution

To Contact REEFER

Email: info@reefertoken.io

Commenting on the potential of the Reefer Token 
Editor in Chief at Cryptonaire Weekly Mr. Karnav 
Shah said, “Reefer Token creates a chance for huge 
profits from combining Cannabis, Crypto, NFTs & 
Metaverse! We are pleased to discuss this important 
project and hope to share more about its journey in 
the coming weeks.”

Hopefully, you have enjoyed today’s article for 
further coverage please check out our crypto Blog 
Page Thanks for reading! Have a fantastic day! Live 
from the Platinum Crypto Trading Floor.

https://reefertoken.io/#buy-now
mailto:info%40reefertoken.io?subject=
https://cutt.ly/uPF5Vk5
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https://cutt.ly/rPLV1hN
https://cutt.ly/rPLV1hN
https://cutt.ly/rPLV1hN
https://discord.gg/6AutmEvGSn
https://nunuspirits.io/whitepaper-nunuspirits
https://nunuspirits.io/index.php/game/
https://discord.gg/6AutmEvGSn
https://twitter.com/nunuspiritsnft
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtfJUUjO19Bdbn8Laeq0OfQ
https://t.me/NunuSpirits
https://t.me/nunuspirits_nft
https://www.instagram.com/nunuspirits/
https://www.facebook.com/nunuspirits
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD
BITCOIN CLIMBS TO $41K AND FLIPPENS THE 
RUSSIAN RUBLE

The Central Bank of Russia reported the country's 
money supply was 65.3 trillion rubles as of Feb. 
1 — roughly $629 billion with the recent drop 
against the U.S. dollar.

After climbing to a price of more than $41,000 
on Monday, Bitcoin’s market capitalization has 
surpassed that of the Russian ruble. 

According to data from CoinMarketCap, the 
market cap of Bitcoin (BTC) surged to roughly 
$780 billion on Monday amid the price rising to 
$41,391, a 5.7% increase over the last 24 hours. 
BTC’s market capitalization exceeds the money 
supply of the Russian ruble, which according 
to the Central Bank of Russia, was 65.3 trillion 
rubles as of Feb. 1 — roughly $629 billion at the 
time of publication.

The flippening likely occurred as the Russian 
ruble is undergoing inflation amid sanctions 
imposed by the United States and its allies in 
response to the country’s invasion of Ukraine. 
Reuters reported the central bank raised its 

key interest rate from 9.5% to 20% on Monday, 
and the European Commission has announced 
plans to remove Russian banks from the SWIFT 
payments system. 

In contrast, many residents of both Russia and 
Ukraine seem to have driven trading activity up 
on exchanges, possibly over concerns about 
the stability of their countries’ respective fiat 
currency and using crypto as a means to solicit 
donations for pro-Ukraine causes. Cointelegraph 
reported on Feb. 24 — the same day Russian 
forces launched their attack — the Ukraine-
based crypto exchange Kuna had roughly $4.4 
million in total trading volume of all tokens over 
24 hours.

The most recent flippening came more than one 
year after the price of BTC surged to a then all-
time high of $48,200 following news Tesla had 
purchased an aggregate of $1.5 billion in the 
crypto asset.

Read more...

https://cointelegraph.com/news/bitcoin-climbs-to-41k-and-flippens-the-russian-ruble
https://cointelegraph.com/news/bitcoin-climbs-to-41k-and-flippens-the-russian-ruble
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The Petroyuan Is No Russia 
Sanctions Buster; Bitcoin 15% Gain 
Is Largest in a Year as Investors See 
Opportunity for Crypto

Read more...

Good morning. Here’s what’s happening:

Markets: Bitcoin, ether and other major cryptos 
rise, even as the U.S. looked to hamstring 
Russian from using crypto to evade sanctions.

Insights: CBDCs won't help Russia evade 
economic sanctions.

Technician's take: BTC's 11% price jump reflects 
short-term bullish activity, although upside 
appears limited.

Top Losers

There are no losers in CoinDesk 20 today.
Bitcoin soared more than 15% at one point, even 
as Russia escalated its war against Ukraine, 
pounding the country's capital Kyiv and its 
second-largest city, Kharkiv, with rocket fire. The 
gain was bitcoin's largest single-day increase 
in a year. Ether rose over 12% and other major 
cryptos were firmly in the green.

Observers of the conflict initiated by Russian 
President Vladimir Putin fear the nearly 
200,000-strong invading force that was bloodied 
by surprisingly strong Ukraine resistance last 
week will resort to more brutal tactics. Russia 
and Ukraine delegations adjourned their initial 
peace talks on the Belarus border without 
resolution to report back to their governments 
as European and U.S. sanctions began to bite 
into the Russian economy.

Terra (LUNA) is now the 7th-largest crypto on 
the market.

While the crypto market remains highly volatile 
amid the ongoing armed conflict between 
Russia and Ukraine, Terra (LUNA) swiftly moved 
against the crowd and surged by more than 
70% over the past seven days.

At press time, LUNA was trading at $85.83, 
up 15.3% on the day, according to CryptoSlate 
data. On the weekly chart, however, the coin’s 
price surged by 71.9% since last Monday.

Consequently, the price hike has boosted 
LUNA’s market capitalization (the combined 
price of all its tokens currently in circulation) 
to nearly $32.1 billion, making it the seventh-
largest crypto in the world.

Still, both coins are also showing positive results. 
At press time, ADA was trading at $0.9361, up 
9.9% on the day. In its turn, SOL’s price reached 
$98.27, gaining 15.1% over the past 24 hours.

Crypto rebounds despite turmoil
As CryptoSlate reported, cryptocurrencies 
have recently taken the spotlight and are 
playing a significant role in helping to facilitate 
donations to beleaguered Ukraine.

For one, a new non-governmental organization 
created to support the Ukrainian army has 
already received 192.4 Bitcoin (BTC) from 
compassionate users—currently worth over $8 
million.

Terra (LUNA) gains 70% in 7 days, 
overtaking Cardano and Solana by 
market cap

Read more...

https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2022/02/28/first-mover-asia-the-petroyuan-is-no-russia-sanctions-buster-bitcoin-and-other-cryptos-soar-as-investors-see-opportunity/
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2022/02/28/first-mover-asia-the-petroyuan-is-no-russia-sanctions-buster-bitcoin-and-other-cryptos-soar-as-investors-see-opportunity/
https://cryptoslate.com/terra-luna-gains-70-in-7-days-overtaking-cardano-and-solana-by-market-cap/
https://cryptoslate.com/terra-luna-gains-70-in-7-days-overtaking-cardano-and-solana-by-market-cap/
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Solana came into the picture back in March 2020. 
Since then, it has skyrocketed both in usage and 
in price. Despite the network outages that many 
incorrectly assumed to be the death of Solana, the 
network has continued to soar higher and stronger. 
Solana’s native token (SOL) has risen significantly 
since January 2021, signalling a huge interest in the 
Solana network by the market.

As of September 2021, the total value locked in 
Solana DeFi protocols amounted to $12 billion. 
While this is nowhere near the humongous $120 
billion locked in Ethereum, it is a start and good 
progress in the right direction. One of the most 
recent developments in the network is the Hubble 
Protocol. This project will help bring DeFi to Solana 
in a massive way. Solana came into the picture back 
in March 2020. Since then, it has skyrocketed both 
in usage and in price. Despite the network outages 
that many incorrectly assumed to be the death of 
Solana, the network has continued to soar higher 
and stronger. Solana’s native token (SOL) has risen 
significantly since January 2021, signalling a huge 
interest in the Solana network by the market.

As of September 2021, the total value locked in 
Solana DeFi protocols amounted to $12 billion. 
While this is nowhere near the humongous $120 

billion locked in Ethereum, it is a start and good 
progress in the right direction. One of the most 
recent developments in the network is the Hubble 
Protocol. This project will help bring DeFi to Solana 
in a massive way.

What is the Hubble Protocol?
Hubble is a decentralised finance protocol on the 
Solana blockchain. Users can use their assets as 
collateral in taking loans. These loans are made in 
USDH, a censorship-resistant and crypto-backed 
stablecoin built for the Solana DeFi ecosystem. If 
you look at the trajectory of success for MakerDAO’s 
crypto-backed DAI, a stablecoin with similarities to 
USDH but built on Ethereum, the room for USDH’s 
growth is enormous as Solana DeFi matures.

In fact, a strength of USDH is that the Hubble 
team has taken into account the history of DeFi 
when developing a stablecoin. USDH takes a lot 
of inspiration from two stablecoins, DAI and LUSD, 
that are responsible for nearly $20 billion in total 
value locked (TVL) on Ethereum. Hubble has taken 
these proven designs and improved them to bring a 
decentralized, collateralized, and strong stablecoin 
to Solana.

One of the most interesting aspects of the Hubble 

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/defi-coming-to-solana-with-hubble-protocol/
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Protocol is that users can take out loans using 
several varieties of assets as their collateral. This 
multi-asset collateral helps to reduce the risk of 
liquidations. For example, if you have 2 BTC 100 
SOL and 3 ETH, suppose you need some liquidity 
to purchase a different token, or NFT; with Hubble, 
instead of selling any of your tokens, you can 
deposit them as collateral and use the loan, which 
is interest-free, to invest in several different assets 
that you are eyeing.

As of today, Hubble is supporting SOL, BTC, ETH, 
RAY, SRM and FTT as some of the first tokens to 
be used as collateral. You will be able to take out a 
USDH loan, depending on the value of your assets 
at the time of taking the loan. The maximum loan 
you can get is up to 90.9% loan-to-value (LTV). This 
means that if the value of the collateral drops due 
to market fluctuations, your LTV might rise above 
the set percentage, and if this happens, you will get 
liquidated. You shall lose your collateral but then you 
will not have to pay back your debts anymore.

Key Features of the Platform
Hubble Protocol has several key features that make 
it one of the best DeFi platforms on Solana. 

Multi-asset Collateral
Because of this feature, users can deposit a wide 
range of tokens to be used as collateral against 
their loans. As of today, Hubble only accepts Solana 
(SOL), FTT, Ethereum (ETH), Bitcoin (BTC), RAY and 
Serum, or any combination of those assets. It is 
expected that in the future, Hubble will add to this 
list so that many more users can use the protocol 
to borrow assets for DeFi use.

Zero Interest Borrowing
In the Hubble Protocol, users can borrow USDH at 
zero interest fee. This means that if you borrow 

10,000 USDH, you return 10,000 USDH without any 
interest. However, there is another key feature that 
the Hubble Protocol has put in place to complement 
the zero interest in borrowing. There is a one-time 
fee of 0.5% of the borrowed amount – charged 
when borrowing.

90.9% Loan-to-Value Ratio (LTV) 
With this feature, if the value of your collateral 
drops due to the normal market fluctuations, your 
collateral will be liquidated. This means that if you 
put up 2 ETH as collateral, then if the value of 
Ethereum drops, the LTV goes up above 90.9%. 
The higher the loan-to-value percentage rises, the 
larger the liquidation of your collateral. If your entire 
collateral is liquidated due to market fluctuations, 
you will not have to pay the loan because it will 

https://youtu.be/xcqyg4X8yGc
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have been paid by your collateral. This ensures you 
that users don’t have to be loaned twice while the 
market is bearish.

Generating Yield on Deposits 
When users deposit assets on the Hubble Protocol, 
they are providing those assets for other users 
to come and borrow (borrowers). Therefore, all 
users who deposit on the Hubble Protocol get a 
set annual percentage yield (APY) in proportion 
to their assets. Also, the Hubble Protocol has their 
own native token. The name of the token is Hubble 
(HBB) and holders of the token can participate 
in HBB staking to earn rewards. This makes the 
Hubble Protocol a great place for passive income.

Leverage Potential
On Hubble, users can borrow to leverage their 
positions on their long-term assets. For example, a 
user can deposit $100 in ETH or any other crypto of 
their choice and take a loan against that collateral. 
They can then use the loan to buy more ETH 
and afterwards, deposit it again on the protocol. 
Repeating this process enough times allows a user 
to increase their collateral and exposure up to 11x. 
All this can be done without incurring additional 
costs. The entire process is only charged once 
during the minting process by Hubble Protocol and 
hence, there are no continuous borrowing fees.

Additionally, the collateral that you have deposited 
on the Hubble Protocol does not sit idle. The 
Hubble Protocol dev team has partnered with 
several DeFi protocols across the Solana network 
to put your deposited assets to work. This means 
your collateral can earn yield for you. In in short, 
Hubble Protocol enables you to take self-paying 
loans at zero cost and zero interest.

Why use the Hubble Protocol?
Hubble Protocol provides an easy way for DeFi 
users to get more from the Solana ecosystem. 
Currently, the Solana ecosystem is rapidly growing 
and there are many opportunities for users to 
explore other protocols. The lending aspect of the 
Hubble Protocol will help Solana users to make 
maximum use of the other protocols. Here are 
some of the benefits of using the Hubble Protocol if 
you are an avid user of the Solana blockchain:

- Hubble Protocol brings to the table an efficient 
way to take loans and repay them, because if a user 
is unable to repay the loan, the liquidation aspects 
of the 90.9% loan-to-value ratio allows the loan to 
repay itself.

- Additionally, the protocol makes it very easy to 
manage borrowing. Hence, a user can track their 
collateral ratio and also increase their collateral 
without incurring extra costs due to the continuous 
application fees. Withdrawal and deposits of 
collateral are fairly easy and efficient.

- Moreover, the Hubble Protocol allows users to 
stake their HBB tokens to earn rewards. When users 
add USDH to the stability pool, they are awarded 
HBB tokens. Additionally, staking the HBB earns the 
user nice rewards.

- Users can also redeem their USDH for other tokens 
of their choice when an arbitrage opportunity arises. 
When the USDH price falls below the 1:1 USD-peg 
ratio, then it can be redeemed on the Hubble 
Protocol for $1 worth of another token. Hence, users 
can make money off of market fluctuations. This is 
revolutionary as it has not been used or applied in 
other DeFi protocols across the blockchain.

- Users who are not able to repay their loans can 
opt to trigger liquidations and still be rewarded with 
0.5% of the value of liquidated assets. Therefore, 
not only does Hubble Protocol allow you to repay a 
loan with liquidation, it rewards you with a portion 
of your liquidated assets. For instance, if you would 
borrow $10,000 of Bitcoin, you will be rewarded 
$50 in Bitcoin.

USDH and HBB tokens 
The Hubble Protocol has two tokens working in the 
system; USDH and HBB.

USDH Token
The first token is the USDH. This is a stable coin, 
which means that it is pegged to the US dollar at 
a ratio of 1:1. The USDH can never stray too far 
from the $1 peg of the United States dollar. USDH 
is minted every time a user deposits targets as 
collateral in the habit of recording with the intention 
of borrowing.
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HBB Token
This is the native token of the Hubble Protocol. It 
can be staked to earn the user rewards from the 
protocol. This utility is already inherent in the DeFi 
universe across multiple blockchains. There are 
many other projects where users deposit the native 
token to secure the network and earn rewards. 
Hubble Protocol aims to become a decentralised, 
autonomous organisation (DAO) in which the 
Hubble token (HBB) will be used for governance 
rights and voting.

Sweet Deals on Solana with Hubble 
Protocol
On February 5 2022, Hubble Protocol struck a 
partnership with Saber. The partnership will enable 
users to join the USDH/USDC pool on the Saber 
platform. Saber is an automated market-maker 
platform that allows for trading of crypto assets on 
the Solana network. Saber boasts of low slippage, 
high liquidity and trade execution at lightning-fast 
speeds. The AMM has integrated several DeFi 
protocols across the Solana network. Users who 
provide liquidity through the Saber platform earn 
yield generated from the transaction fees and 
liquidity incentives.

Enjoy almost 29% APY on Saber 
As of February 5 2022, the Hubble Protocol had 
been live for just a week. However, it had already 
crossed over $30 million in total value locked 
(TVL). The USDC/USDH pool in the Saber platform 
currently has over 210,000 USDH and over 1.7 
million USDC. The pool is currently doing a volume 
of over $400,000 in the last 24 hours, with a 3.09% 
APY. Users who are currently supplying liquidity 
to the USDC/USDH are enjoying a 3% annual 
percentage yield on their deposits.

Enjoy Dual Rewards in MER and HBB on Mercurial 
Finance
Mercurial Finance is a platform that is building the 
liquidity platform for stable coins. This means that 
users can supply liquidity for supported stablecoins 
on Mercurial. Mercurial will in turn supply the 
liquidity to the appropriate DeFi protocol. In their 
latest partnership, Hubble partnered with Mercurial 
Finance on February 7 to launch the USDH-3Pool. 
This pool contains three stable assets; USDH, USDC 

and USDT. Users who add USDH to this pool will 
be rewarded dually with MER (native token of the 
Mercurial Finance) and HBB tokens.

According to Saber, the total value (TVL) of this 
pool skyrocketed immediately after launch, around 
January 31 2022. The TVL hit an all-time high of 
$5.7 million on February 8. Since then, the TVL 
has been stabilising and is currently sitting at $3.6 
million. The pool volume reached an all-time high of 
$940,000 on February 7, then gradually went down 
and stabilised at around $400,000 as of the time of 
writing.

Conclusion
Hubble Protocol began as a project in the Solana 
hackathon. However, over time, the project has grown 
and is now supported by some of the top projects 
and investors in Solana. Some of these investors 
are large venture capital firms, managing billions 
of dollars in funds. They include the Jump Capital, 
Three Arrows Capital, the Spartan Group. Solana 
Ventures and Delphi Digital, among many others. 
Hubble Protocol boasts of zero cost possibilities, 
multi-collaterals, yield on deposits. These are just a 
few of the features that set Hubble Protocol apart 
from other DeFi lending and borrowing platforms. It 
is clear that in the future, this project will become a 
top tier blue chip project. 

The team also aims to become a decentralised, 
autonomous organisation (DAO) so that the 
community can be more involved and use the 
power of the HBB token to lead the way for the 
Hubble Protocol. Additionally, users of the system 
can share fees and gain rewards on liquidations. 
These are just part of the reasons that have led to 
top investors investing in the Hubble Protocol. It 
is unique from other platforms. In the first funding 
round, Hubble Protocol managed to raise $10 million, 
which enabled the project to go live. In just over one 
week, the protocol grew to over $30 million in total 
value locked in. This is an indication that the project 
is delivering more than expected, which shows that 
the Hubble Protocol is massively an undervalued 
project.
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Institutions Pour 
$36,000,000 Into 
Bitcoin, Ethereum 
and One Additional 
Altcoin As Market 
Volatility Skyrock-
ets: CoinShares

Read more...

Read more...

Digital asset 
manager 
CoinShares says 

institutional investment 
in crypto assets hit 
$36 million last week 
as Russia’s invasion of 
Ukraine rocked global 
markets.

In the latest Digital 
Asset Fund Flows 
Weekly report, 
Coinshares says institu-
tional inflows from the 
Americas canceled out 
last week’s European 
outflows.

“Digital asset invest-
ment products saw 
inflows totaling US$36m 
last week despite the 
ongoing turmoil in 
Eastern Europe and the 
anticipated negative 
sentiment. Interestingly, 
volumes in Bitcoin cryp-
to exchanges that trade 
the RUB/USD pair have 

seen volumes rise by 
121% week-on-week.

Regionally, flows have 
been, one-sided, with 
the Americas seeing 
inflows (notably Canada 
& Brazil) totaling 
US$95m while European 
investment products 
saw outflows totaling 
US$59m last week.”

According to 
CoinShares, this marks 
the sixth week of invest-
ment inflows into digital 
asset products.

As usual, the leading 
crypto by market cap 
Bitcoin (BTC) enjoyed 
the lion’s share of 
inflows, followed in turn 
by the second-leading 
crypto by market cap, 
Ethereum (ETH).

Coinbase Is Latest 
Exchange to Deny 
Ukraine Request to 
Block Russian Crypto 
Users

Coinbase and other 
crypto exchanges 
say, however, that 

they're complying with 
sanctions.

In brief
The Ukraine Minister of 
Digital Transformation 
requested that major 
crypto exchanges block 
Russian users.

Exchanges have thus 
far declined to do so.

Instead, Coinbase and 
others are pointing 
toward their compli-
ance with international 

sanctions.

Coinbase "will not insti-
tute a blanket ban on 
all Coinbase transac-
tions involving Russian 
addresses," despite 
a request from a 
Ukrainian government 
official to do so. 

A spokesperson for 
the popular U.S.-based 
exchange told Decrypt, 
"A unilateral and total 
ban would punish ordi-
nary Russian citizens 
who are enduring his-
toric currency desta-
bilization as a result 

of their government’s 
aggression against a 
democratic neighbor."

Ukraine has raked in 
$20 million in Bitcoin 
donations earmarked 
for military support 
since being invaded by 
Russian forces. But it's 
aware that its enemy 
can just as easily use 
cryptocurrency to get 
around sanctions or 

relieve economic pres-
sures on its people.

Over the weekend, 
Ukraine's country's 
vice prime minis-
ter and Minister of 
Digital Transformation, 
Mykhailo Fedorov, pub-
licly appealed to "all 
major crypto exchang-
es to block addresses 
of Russian users.

https://dailyhodl.com/2022/02/28/institutions-pour-36000000-into-bitcoin-ethereum-and-one-additional-altcoin-as-market-volatility-skyrockets-coinshares/
https://dailyhodl.com/2022/02/28/institutions-pour-36000000-into-bitcoin-ethereum-and-one-additional-altcoin-as-market-volatility-skyrockets-coinshares/
https://decrypt.co/94054/coinbase-declines-ukraine-request-to-block-russian-crypto-users
https://decrypt.co/94054/coinbase-declines-ukraine-request-to-block-russian-crypto-users
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The gaming industry has evolved into something 
that is more than just entertainment. Thanks to 
blockchain technology, gamers are now able to both 
entertain themselves and earn revenue through 
tokenization. As a result of combining games, 
Decentralised Finance (DeFi) and Non-fungible 
Tokens (NFTs), GameFi projects have created a 
boom in not only users but also in token prices. 
Overall, GameFi is a type of game that launches 
their own tokens. These tokens serve two main 
purposes, such as being used to reward players 
and for trading in-game items between a player 
and another. Gamers can in turn swap their tokens 
for other cryptocurrencies or for fiat money in 
exchanges. 

In an attempt to provide a source of long-term 
investment, gamers may use the tokens to make 
in-game purchases of NFTs, an example of an 
NFT may include digital artwork. A more specific 
example in the gaming field is an in-game item such 
as characters from which gamers can invest in, and 
after their value increases, they may choose to sell.

Considered as one of the best GameFi dApps based 
on hashrate, MINEverse may be relatively new in 
the market. MINEverse is combining the best of two 
aspects (gaming and crypto) to ensure that gamers 

do not fall into the stigma of being considered 
wasteful, they can now make a living from what they 
consider fun and entertaining.

Introduction to MINE Network’s MINEverse 
Division
MINE Network’s key objective is to provide a solution 
to liquidity problems for miners by integrating the 
hashrate economy with DeFi, NFTs as well as GameFi. 
MINEverse was introduced into the revolutionary 
metaverse. As such, MINE Network’s MINEverse 
division focuses on serving as a secondary mining 
liquidity solution in the network. To help meet 
the above objective, MINEverse has combined the 
very best of the crypto sphere to bring forth the 
ideal multi-faceted gaming experience. This division 
allows NFT collectors and miners to freely interact in 
a virtual ecosystem that has a constant and massive 
growth. Although it is new in the market, it comes 
at a time when more people are embracing gaming 
as a source of entertainment, as well as a source of 
income.

MINEverse stands out due to its unique feature that 
distinguishes the network’s value proposition. This 
is made possible from the synergistic relationship 
between three important ecosystem assets, which 
include: MINEverse blockchain utility token, the 

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/mine-network-the-best-gamefi-dapp-based-on-hashrate
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hashrate rewards token, and the Master Miner PFP 
NFT collection. Keep in mind that $MNET refers to 
the utility token. Crypto metaverse generally has an 
immense social and financial potential. Metaverse 
seeks to revolutionize digital asset interaction for 
gamers and miners. 

MINEverse holds its foundation on an NFT-driven 
metaverse game that is based on Play-to-Earn (P2E 
model), as well as tactical components to ensure 
that it is self-sustaining. Considering that metaverse 
uses blockchain infrastructure, it taps into the wider 
crypto economy with the objective of making virtual 
items exchangeable for real economic value. The 

MINEverse ecosystem incentivises two categories 
of people.
MINE Network’s blockchain users as well as NFT 
holders are able to receive incentives so they 
can engage in in-game mechanics. It is from the 
engagement that a majority of the game revolves 
around strategic mining. Through this, party players 
can test their calculative mettle and pickaxe mining 
skills among each other. As a P2E model and NFT-
driven game, MINEverse effectively manages the 
intertwining economies at play with the objective 
of encouraging incentives for the general platform 
users, collectors and players.
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What are the ways that users can earn 
money from MINEverse?
The MINEverse platform is a P2E and NFT-driven 
game, it has combined these two features to ensure 
that end users have a means to earn. In addition, 
these users can also immerse themselves in an 
enriching virtual experience. The fusion between a 
community of gaming and the world of blockchain 
is taking the world by storm. Gone are the days 
when making money in this field was limited to 
developers and the gaming studios. 

Miners can make money through MINEverse by 
obtaining rewards as a percentage of mining 
rewards. Participants can stake a pre-required 
amount of $MNET tokens that will grant them 
ownership of Mining Caves. Staking allows miners 
to place their crypto to work with the objective of 
earning rewards on it. In this network, the process 
involves committing their crypto assets to support 
a blockchain network.

Owning a Master Miner NFT will serve as a player’s 
avatar when they are playing the game. Gamers 
owning NFT allows NFT holders to play as miners 
and in turn earn hashrate tokens as rewards. 
Misha Libman, the co-founder of Snark.art, said, 
“Blockchain technology does not only offer the 
ability to establish scarcity for digital content but 
also has the potential to unlock other exciting social 
mechanics that artists can experiment with, while 
reaching new global audiences directly without 
needing to cross physical borders and other 
barriers.” 

That said, for the concept of MINEverse with the 
help of NFT technology, royalties can be hard-
coded, which means that every time an NFT is sold 
as well as resold, a specified percentage of the 
proceeds are automatically sent to the creator of 
the avatar or digital asset in question.

Explanation of the Master Mine NFT
Master Miner NFT holders have attached benefits 
as they serve as membership keys that play the role 
of granting players’ access to the MINEverse. These 
gamers will be able to search for an ideal cave in 

the game. The purpose of trying to identify the right 
cave allows gamers to start digging as miners. The 
digging process allows the miners to earn hashrate 
token (pToken) rewards. This network’s hashrate 
tokens are backed by real mining power, generated 
by MINE Network’s standardized mining pools.
There are different pToken rewards issued, and 
the reward earned is highly determined by the pre-
selected minable blockchain token, as selected by 
the CaveOperator. A CaveOperator may choose to 
have the available slots within their cave to be on 
the Bitcoin (BTC) blockchain. In turn, the hashrate 
reward token on this blockchain will be issued as 
pBTCM tokens.  Other examples include PLTCM and 
PETHM.

These rewards are proof of ownership of the 
standard hashrate. To guide you, the reward tokens 
are anchored to the standard hashrate unit, thus, 
the reason they start with the “p”, considering that 
MINE Network tokens are termed pTokens. The 
reward token indicates the type of blockchain, for 
example, BTC, ETH, etc., after which it is followed 
by the “M” initial that represents the network. For 
example, a reward on the Ethereum blockchain will 
be pETHM.

What made MINE Network choose the 
Play 2 Earn model?
The Play-to-Earn (P2E) model is gaining  popularity, 
taking the DeFi gaming industry by storm. Careers 
in gaming are being encouraged in many countries 
across the globe, thus the forecast of rapid growth. 
The Play-to-Earn (P2E) model is a business model 
where gamers play a game and in turn earn 
cryptocurrency. Yes, you read it correctly!  You 
can now venture into the gaming field not just for 
entertainment purposes but also in an effort to 
make money. With the ongoing global (COVID-
19) pandemic, many were rendered jobless and in 
turn, they became open to earning money online, 
in which gaming became a much more convenient 
income avenue.

Choosing to use this business model works because 
it gives gamers ownership over some in-game 
assets. They can then allow these assets to increase 
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in value by actively playing the provided game. 
Defining ownership as well as transferring ownership 
is made possible through using NFTs. The existence 
of NFTs as digital properties ventured into the 
gaming industry, thus the adoption of the P2E 
model. By participating in the in-game economy, 
gamers create value for not only the developers 
but also for other players in the ecosystem.

In reference to MINE tokens, players can be granted 
ownership of Mining Caves by staking a pre-required 
amount of $MNET tokens. In turn, CaveOperators 
earn a percentage of mining rewards that are 
mined within their caves. Alternatively, gamers can 
own a Master Miner NFT, which serves as players’ 
avatars when playing. NFT ownership allows its 
holders to play as miners. Miners can earn rewards 
in the form of hashrate tokens. 

This said, P2E game models rotate their ideology 
around that which players are rewarded for, 
putting in more effort and time into the specified 
game. Whereas, P2E popularity is a relatively new 
phenomena in the crypto sphere. Players can collect 
rewards within the game and from which they can 
convert to real cash. This concept is relatively new 
in the market, incorporating the P2E model comes 
with added long-term benefits.

What are the future plans for MINEverse?
MINEverse is looking to better its operations in an 
attempt to ensure that users not only experience 
the best of gaming but also make a living by 
earning crypto. Based on hashrate, MINEverse 
miners are seeking to solve the liquidity problem 
as initially experienced by gamers. MINEverse is 
looking to ensure that miners do not face liquidity 
problems so they can trade their crypto with ease. 
However, in the past individuals on exchanges had 
to wait long-term before they could access cash or 
other assets. By boosting transparency, the aspect 
of credibility is unheard of with MINEverse. 

Mining crypto is a power-consuming process. 
However, the initial process of mining tends to 
produce fumes and unclean energy. The future plans 
of MINEverse regarding this problem is to prevent 

global warming and improve climate change, thus 
promoting climate neutrality. As such, MINEverse 
is rewarding miners who can identify new sources 
of energy to ensure that mining becomes climate 
neutral.

In turn, the network will give the miners a privilege 
to tokenize their hashrate. The key objective is to 
create a fully decentralized mining pool powered 
exclusively from renewable sources of energy.

Conclusion
Entertainment and making money have a common 
factor in the gaming field. With the ongoing global 
COVID-19 pandemic, more individuals are looking 
to make a living from home. The crypto world has 
provided a solution for gamers and miners with 
the hope of making the best of both (gaming and 
earning income) worlds. The metaverse division 
must revolutionize how individuals interact with 
digital assets. This game is considered one of the 
best GameFi dApps, with real world economic value. 
As a social and investment opportunity and as 
crypto metaverses, gamers are provided with new 
ways to play, invest, as well as make a living. 

MINEverse, an NFT-driven metaverse game, is based 
on P2E and provides a self-sustaining ecosystem that 
incentivises MINE Network’s blockchain participants, 
as well as MINEverse NFT holders. To address the 
financial aspect of the network, MINEverse provides 
participants with an ever-evolving economy powered 
by its three key assets: $MNET, NFTS and pTokens. 
Gamers experience the best of virtual entertainment 
and crypto investment. Metaverse is currently one 
of the best GameFi dApps based on hashrate in 
the market. MINEverse allows users to make money 
from the comfort of your home. MINEverse is not 
limited because every individual can participate. 
The gaming industry is taking a positive turn for its 
users. This GameFi dApp solves liquidity problems 
as well as credibility concerns, while at the same 
time seeking to address climate change and global 
warming.
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Ukraine has re-
ceived $37M in 
tracked crypto do-
nations so far

Read more...
Read more...

Developers from 
Polkadot and 
VeChain have put 

an additional $13M on 
the table as well.

Based on data gathered 
by Cointelegraph, the 
amount of tracked cryp-
to donations sent to the 
Ukrainian government, 
military and charities 
has surpassed $37 mil-
lion at the time of pub-
lication. These include 
Bitcoin (BTC), Ether 
(ETH), Tether (USDT) 
and other altcoins. The 
numbers are also based 
on tracked projects 
and do not account for 
items such as donation 
efforts between indi-
viduals.

The biggest recipi-
ent of crypto dona-
tions appears to be 
the "Reserve fund of 
Ukraine," backed by the 
country's native cryp-
tocurrency exchange, 
Kuna. According to its 
official Telegram chan-
nel, the exchange has 
raised approximately 

$13 million in crypto for 
Ukraine, mainly through 
BTC, ETH and USDT.

Next up, Come Back 
Alive, a non-government 
organization that says 
it’s helping the Ukrainian 
Armed Forces' resis-
tance efforts, has 
received over $7.2 mil-
lion in BTC donations at 
its wallet address. This 
includes previous, albeit 
minor, donations it had 
received during the War 
in Donbas, which began 
in 2014. Cointelegraph 
spoke to Ukrainian cryp-
to enthusiasts about the 
charity, who vouched 
for its legitimacy.

Then there is 
UkraineDAO, which 
is led by Pussy Riot’s 
(Russian feminist protest 
music group) Nadya 
Tolokonnikova and 
seeks to sell a single 
nonfungible token, 
or NFT, flag to fund 
Ukrainian civilian organi-
zations.

Canada-based 
Bitcoin ETF Sees 
Surge In Demand 
Amid Unrest
Despite the price of 
Bitcoin falling, demand 
for Bitcoin ETFs remains 
strong. The Purpose 
Bitcoin ETF (BTCC), 
located in Canada, has 
reached an all-time high 
in terms of holdings. 
The Purpose Bitcoin 
ETF, which was the 
world’s first spot-settled 
Bitcoin ETF, presently 
has 32,329 Bitcoins.

Glassnode Says Bitcoin 
ETF At ATH
Purpose Bitcoin 

ETF’s holdings are 
currently valued over 
$1.3 billion, according 
to Glassnode data. 
“On-Chain College,” a 
market analyst, points 
out that the ETF has 
gained around 7,700 
BTC since November. 
This represents a 31% 
increase over the 
previous year.

The new milestone 
comes after the ETF 
experienced one of 
its largest single-

day inflows in recent 
memory. The Purpose 
Bitcoin ETF gained 
almost 1750 BTC in two 
days earlier this month. 
Over $64 million was 
invested at the time, 
indicating some investor 
optimism in the middle 
of a market downturn.

The ETF just celebrated 
its one-year anniversary 
on the Toronto Stock 
Exchange. Purpose 
Investments, the 
ETF’s management, 
said in a statement 
commemorating the 

day that the ETF was 
“playing a key role in 
driving crypto adoption 
in Canada."

Purpose Investments’ 
founder and CEO, Som 
Seif, stated in a press 
release that the ETF had 
intentions to expand 
further. The company 
said that it will launch 
in Australia in 2022 
through a relationship 
with Cosmos Asset 
Management.

https://cointelegraph.com/news/ukraine-has-received-37m-in-tracked-crypto-donations-so-far
https://cointelegraph.com/news/ukraine-has-received-37m-in-tracked-crypto-donations-so-far
https://bitcoinist.com/canada-based-bitcoin-etf-sees-surge-in-demand/
https://bitcoinist.com/canada-based-bitcoin-etf-sees-surge-in-demand/
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eBay Could Soon In-
tegrate Crypto Pay-
ments on its Plat-
form, Hints CEO

Mars4 Metaverse 
Listing on KuCoin

Humans have 
always had the 
ambition to 

explore outer space. 
To this day, the Moon 
Landing remains etched 
in history as one of the 
most highly regarded 
events of all time, one 
that continues to inspire 
over half a century 
later. Space travel is 
still far from universally 
available, such that 
even the planets and 
moons of our Solar 
System are beyond our 
reach but for the hard 
work and effort of the 
world’s various space 
programmes. MARS4 
Metaverse aspires to 
bring that dream closer.

What is MARS4?
MARS4 is a blockchain-
based project consisting 
of three interconnected 
parts: NFTs, MARS4 
dollars and the upcom-
ing game. All these ele-
ments will come togeth-
er to create an interac-
tive virtual Mars with a 
self-sustaining economy. 
Like many blockchain 
games, MARS4 will be 
a Play-to-Earn game 
where NFTs and tokens 
are utilized as tools to 
give a rich and exciting 

experience of Mars for 
the players.

With MARS4, you can 
own a unique Mars land 
NFT modeled after 
NASA’s Mars data. 
MARS4 land NFTs are 
already available for 
sale and will be a cru-
cial part of the upcom-
ing game where their 
topography will shape 
the playable zones! 
Landowners will be able 
to explore their land 
and develop it by con-
structing stations, dwell-
ings and exploiting the 
resources present.

KuCoin Listing and 
Staking
MARS4 project’s expan-
sion now sees the token 
listed on KuCoin. KuCoin 
is a well-trusted crypto-
currency exchange that 
is used by over 11 million 
traders globally. This 
listing provides MARS4 
customers with addi-
tional flexibility to pur-
chase and swap tokens. 
In addition, MARS4 has 
launched a staking pro-
gram accessible from 
the project’s website.

Read more...
Read more...

After enabling 
NFTs, eBay CEO 
Jamie Iannone 

has revealed that crypto 
payments could be 
next.

American multinational 
e-commerce giant eBay 
is eyeing to integrate 
crypto payments. In a 
recent interview, CEO 
Jamie Iannone said the 
firm might leap very 
soon. Primarily, eBay 
wants to capture the 
GenZ and millennial 
audiences.

Appealing to the 
Younger Generation
eBay is one of the old-
est e-commerce corpo-
rations. It was founded 
in 1995. In an exclusive 
interview with The 
Street, Iannone said 
the official announce-
ment for the much-
anticipated crypto inte-
gration platform could 
be revealed during the 
upcoming investor’s day 
on March 10. According 
to the exec, the market-
place aims to transform 

as a go-to place for 
Gen-Z and millennials.

“We’re just completing 
our transition to man-
aging payments where 
we’re now managing 
$85 billion of volume on 
our platform directly. 
This gives us the ability 
to open up new forms 
of payment."

So far, eBay has 
enabled Google Pay 
and Apple Pay on its 
platform. It has also 
scored a partnership 
with a fintech company, 
Afterpay in Australia, 
“which is a platform 
that appeals to Gen Z,” 
Iannone hinted that now 
is the time to evaluate 
other forms of pay-
ments. The founder 
also said he is keen on 
exploring new avenues.

“And so we continue 
to evaluate other forms 
of payments that we 
should take on the 
platform. We don’t cur-
rently accept cryptocur-
rency on the platform.”

https://www.newsbtc.com/news/mars4-metaverse-listing-on-kucoin/
https://www.newsbtc.com/news/mars4-metaverse-listing-on-kucoin/
https://cryptopotato.com/ebay-could-soon-integrate-crypto-payments-on-its-platform-hints-ceo/
https://cryptopotato.com/ebay-could-soon-integrate-crypto-payments-on-its-platform-hints-ceo/
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Even with all its popularity and global reach, the 
adult industry faces many challenges. These 
problems directly affect consumers and performers, 
while enriching large production and distribution 
companies. There are a lot of companies that do 
not offer payment processing services for adult 
content websites and services, which results in 
very high transaction fees for companies that do 
support adult content. There are many startups 
that are aiming to solve the problems facing the 
adult industry. One of the finest projects has been 
launched by the Jacquie & Michel Group.

Jacquie & Michel is one of the top adult entertainment 
companies, generating millions of euros in revenue 
every year. The company runs 30 websites, two 
publications at newsstands, a TV channel, an online 
store, and 13 stores located across France. To 
protect against the banking network, Jacquie & 
Michel created their own cryptocurrency. This new 
cryptocurrency aims to provide service providers in 
the adult industry with a complete token economy.

Jimizz will be offered across the entire 
Jacquie & Michel porn ecosystem. 
Having more than 10,000 exclusive videos, Jacquie 
& Michel already has a rich adult industry projects 
portfolio. Jimizz is a welcome addition to their 

collection. The adult industry has several problems, 
which Jimizz offers a solution for. 

The Jimizz cryptocurrency provides unique features 
for creators, consumers, and investors to revolutionize 
this space. Jimizz aims to provide an open and 
secure platform for fans of adult content. Jimizz 
is looking to bring back trust and transparency to 
the industry, using blockchain technology. Likewise, 
Jimizz is committed to preventing underage internet 
users from accessing their content.

Why is Jimizz essential for content 
creators? 
Sex workers have historically encountered censorship 
difficulties and have turned to cryptocurrency. 
Additionally, sexual workers have faced difficulties 
maintaining a presence on large platforms like 
Instagram, where they are often shadow-banned, 
and their content is closely regulated. This project is 
community-owned and can be used in many ways. 
The following are a few reasons why investors 
should consider investing in Jimizz.

Earn interest on your Porn Savings Account
The owners of JMZ tokens have the opportunity 
to earn interest by putting their tokens in a porn 
savings account. On the blockchain, a smart contract 

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/jacquie-michel-group-officially-launches-its-own-crypto-currency-the-jimizz/
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will govern the X-savings account. As time passes, 
interest will accumulate on tokens deposited in an 
X-savings account. The X-savings account enables 
Jimizz to establish a place for itself in the growing 
DeFi ecosystem by following the principles of 
staking.

Marketplace for NFT
The NFT market has been filled with several 
marketplaces that allow people to buy and sell 
NFTs. Jimizz will open its own marketplace to 
connect investors and creators of adult content. 
The Jimizz NFT Marketplace aims to bring together 
adult content creators and digital currency 
enthusiasts to create and trade top NFTs. Through 
the marketplace, the JMZ currency will be used to 
create auctions, and bid on and acquire NFT.

Participate in community discussions
This feature of the JMZ sphere is similar to 
participatory funding sites, and creators can propose 
projects and ask the community for funding. For 
example, a young filmmaker with great ideas but 
no contacts in business could ask the community 
to provide funding for one of their videos by 
making incentives available. Through this method, 
producers can also finance equipment purchases 
for their fan base, thereby providing better content 
for them.

Encourage content creators
According to the director’s choice of payment 
method, JMZ owners can support creators they like, 
become producers, and profit from their investment. 
J&M will purchase the most popular content within 
the community and make it available on the group’s 
websites.

Holder Assembly
Jimizz has created a currency intending to 
empower investors and ensure they have a sense 
of responsibility. So, they created a platform so that 
Jimizz token holders could participate in decisions 
related to the token.

Owners of Jimizz may, for example, choose the 
charitable organisation that will receive funds raised 
by the sale of JMZ on the J&M ecosystem. As part of 
the Holder Assembly, editorial decisions for Jacquie 
& Michel’s productions will also be considered. 
Investors can also select the themes for the next 
Élite film, the cover for the next Hot Video, highlight 
the next Cum-Unity project, and more.

Integration of Metaverses
In a metaverse, humans can interact with virtual 
worlds in the same manner as they do in the real 
world. Jimizz aims to visualise the universe of Jacquie 
% Michel. Therefore, Jimizz’s content and websites 
will be visualized over the Internet in a huge virtual 

https://youtu.be/lFea5f7cfLk
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space where everyone can log in anonymously. In 
this way, Jimizz content creators can experience the 
reality of the metaverse.

What are the uses of this token?
The Jimizz cryptographic token will initially 
be created on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) 
blockchain. BSC offers a lower transaction fee 
and faster transactions than Ethereum since it 
uses stacked proof-of-stake authority (PoSA) as a 
consensus mechanism. YCharts estimates that BSC 
has over 12 million daily transactions due to this 
advantage. The BSC community has grown rapidly 
in recent years, with over 2 million members. 

JMZ tokens follow the bep20 standard (equivalent 
to erc20 on the Ethereum blockchain). The 
tokens are fungible as well as programmable. 
In a smart contract, the conditions for spending 
and transferring funds are defined at the time of 
creation. Using this standard, the token will work 
with all existing BSC wallets (MetaMask, Trust 
Wallet, etc.) and can be stored on a hard drive, such 
as the Ledger or Trezor, once purchased.

Benefits of Jimizz Token 
The Ecosystem of Jacquie & Michel
There is a lot of premium content on J&M websites. 
Accessing that content requires a subscription. 
However, all J&M websites will offer you access to 
exclusive content and discounts with the JMZ token.

Rewards for staking
Jimizz allocates about 7.5% of their tokens for 
stake campaigns, airdrops, or savings. Owners of 
JMZ tokens will receive these tokens in the form of 
interest or an airdrop over time. The limited reserve 
will be used until the Jacquie & Michel sphere makes 
it feasible to finance these stake campaigns and 
X-savings sustainably through transaction fees on 
the sale of NFTs or the use of services.

Bonuses and referrals
During the ICO, there will be a referral system. 
After the sponsoree makes a valid transaction, the 
sponsor and the sponsored will receive 1,000 JMZ 
each. 

Club 69
Jimizz developed the 69 Club to give investors a lot 
of benefits when they invest. Members of the 69 

Club NFT will benefit from several benefits, such as 
a percentage off of content purchase.

A currency for users and investors
Jimizz aims to be a popular, accessible currency that 
entitles its members to special benefits. The NFT 
Marketplace will be launched in a phased manner, 
starting with the 69 Club, which will be made 
available to 69 NFTs. On the J&M platform, these 
tokens will be used to receive a percentage of every 
service purchase. Holders of Jimizz tokens will have 
unlimited access to all sites, benefiting from various 
advantages linked to the use of the currency.

J&M plans to launch an innovative NFT Marketplace. 
To get started right away, exclusive content will be 
made available for purchase as soon as possible. 
Additionally, they’ll include more content in the 
future. In addition to the very first J&M video, you 
will receive a Hot d’Or statuette and unlimited 
lifetime access to our videos.

The creators will be able to submit their own content 
in V2, which will replace the first version soon. Jimizz 
looks like a viable cryptocurrency investment. Before 
investing, you should always conduct proper due 
diligence. Once the proper verification is complete, 
you can invest some big bucks.

Conclusion
As part of its transition into the world of 
cryptocurrency, Jacquie & Michel has created its 
own token, the JMZ. It was launched on Binance 
Smart Chain to educate users. For Bitcoin and 
Ethereum, the native networks are too slow and 
too expensive to adapt quickly to different uses. 
Nonetheless, Jimizz’s choice of Binance Smart Chain 
is logical since Binance has a solid reputation for fast 
transactions with low fees and a secure environment.  

Jimizz is unquestionably blazing a new path in 
adult content. Blockchain technology is the reason 
for this innovative business model. It is proof that 
technology will continue to develop. The team that 
created Jimizz consists of experts from different 
backgrounds. With the decentralised features and 
benefits associated with blockchain, Jimizz has 
created a new level of user experience for content 
creators and viewers. The project appears promising 
and can be invested in.
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Chainlink Adds 
Bahrain Telco to 
Roster of Big-Name 
Node Operators

Number of Daily 
Active Solana (SOL) 
Accounts Explodes 
300% Since Last 
Upgrade

Crypto-friendly 
stc Bahrain 
will launch a 

Chainlink node, joining 
Deutsche Telekom 
and Swisscom.

A subsidiary of Saudi 
Telecom Company 
(stc) is the first tele-
communications firm 
in the Middle East 
and North Africa 
(MENA) region to start 
working with crypto 
infrastructure firm 
Chainlink.

Blockchain and cryp-
to-friendly stc Bahrain 
will launch a Chainlink 

node, providing smart 
contracts with access 
to real-world data and 
secure off-chain com-
putations, the compa-
nies said on Monday.

In recent months, 
Chainlink, the undis-
puted heavyweight 
when it comes to 
providing blockchain-
based smart contracts 
with external data, 
has partnered with 
an array of real-world 
data and infrastruc-
ture providers, includ-
ing price feeds for 
decentralized finance 
(DeFi), weather data 

and trusted election 
results.

It’s the third telco to 
work with Chainlink; 
Deutsche Telekom, 
something of a trail-
blazer in the public 
blockchain space, 
was the first to part-
ner with Chainlink, 
and Swisscom is also 
advanced in this area.

Bahrain’s central bank 
has been forward-
thinking in its creation 

of a regulatory frame-
work, making it an 
important hub in the 
region. For its part, 
stc Bahrain has intro-
duced financial servic-
es and insurance and 
is venturing into con-
tent aggregation and 
gaming, not to men-
tion kicking the tires 
of blockchain, accord-
ing to Saad Odeh, stc 
Bahrain’s chief whole-
sale officer.

Read more...

Read more...

User activity on 
smart contract 

platform Solana (SOL) 
has skyrocketed ever 

since its last upgrade 
went live, according 
to a new report.

According to 
Our Network, a 
weekly newsletter 
focused on on-chain 
analytics, Solana’s 
daily active signers 
have increased by 
300% since the 
last update in late 
September.

The report notes 
that the daily active 
signers metric is 
a good proxy for 
network users.

“Unique signers 
peaked at 299,000 
in late January, 
but tapered off 

a bit to 232,000 
after the network’s 
most recent bout 
with degraded 
performance. 
Solana’s long-term 
uptrend has recently 
been bolstered by 
its two top wallets – 
Solflare and Phantom 
– launching their 
own iOS mobile 
apps, along with 
strong consumer 
participation in the 
Solana NFT market."

Contributing to the 
surge in activity on 
Solana is its vibrant 
non-fungible token 
ecosystem (NFT). 

https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/02/28/chainlink-adds-bahrain-telco-to-roster-of-big-name-node-operators/
https://dailyhodl.com/2022/02/28/number-of-daily-active-solana-sol-accounts-explodes-300-since-last-upgrade-report/
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/02/28/chainlink-adds-bahrain-telco-to-roster-of-big-name-node-operators/
https://dailyhodl.com/2022/02/28/number-of-daily-active-solana-sol-accounts-explodes-300-since-last-upgrade-report/
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FTX Pledges Up 
to $1 Billion for 
Philanthropic Fund to 
'Improve Humanity'

The new fund will 
invest in nonprofit 
and for-profit 

projects—with a focus 
on AI and "reducing 
catastrophic biorisk," 
among other areas.

In brief
Derivatives exchange 
FTX will this year invest 
at least $100 million 
in projects that help 
humanity.

The exchange’s CEO is 
big on philanthropy.

Cryptocurrency 
exchange FTX today 
announced a potential 
$1 billion fund which 
will invest in "ambi-
tious projects in order 
to improve humanity's 
long-term prospects." 

The "Future Fund," 
part of FTX's philan-
thropic arm The FTX 
Foundation, will invest 
at least $100 million 
this year—but it has the 
potential to invest $1 
billion if it sees enough 
projects it likes, accord-

ing to FTX's Monday 
statement.

FTX is keen on investing 
the cash in big, philan-
thropic projects that can 
"massively scale." "Tech 
startups start small and 
then rapidly scale," said 
FTX. "We'd like to see 
that in philanthropy, 
too."

It is looking for projects 
that can safely advance 
AI, minimize the risk of 
biochemical disaster 
and end global pover-
ty—among other things.

"Our areas of interest 
include the safe devel-
opment of artificial 
intelligence, reducing 
catastrophic biorisk, 
improving institutions, 
economic growth, great 
power relations, effec-
tive altruism, and more," 
it added in its Monday 
announcement. FTX is 
a popular cryptocur-
rency and derivatives 
exchange.

Read more...

Read more...

AMC Theatres to 
Accept Dogecoin 
and Shiba Inu 
Payments in Coming 
Weeks, CEO Says

The CEO of the 
world’s largest 
movie exhibition 

company, AMC 
Entertainment, has 
announced that AMC 
Theatres will accept two 
meme cryptocurrencies, 
dogecoin (DOGE) and 
shiba inu (SHIB), in the 
coming weeks.

Dogecoin and Shiba Inu 
Payments Coming to 
AMC Theatres in March
The CEO of AMC 
Entertainment Holdings, 
Adam Aron, announced 
on Twitter Monday that 
AMC Theatres will be 
accepting payments 
in two popular meme 
cryptocurrencies, 
dogecoin (DOGE) and 
shiba Inu (SHIB), in 
March.

AMC Entertainment 
(NYSE: AMC), aka 
AMC Theatres, is the 
largest movie exhibition 
company in the U.S., 
Europe, and the world. 

The company owns or 
operates approximately 
950 theaters and 10,500 
screens globally.

Aron explained that 
the IT department at 
AMC Theatres says that 
“Bitpay will be live for 
AMC online payments” 
by March 19 and live on 
the company’s mobile 
apps by April 16 or a 
few days earlier.

The CEO has promised 
the crypto community 
that AMC Theatres will 
accept DOGE and SHIB 
payments since he put 
up a Twitter poll about 
dogecoin in September 
last year and a poll 
about shiba inu the 
following month.

Aron then claimed in 
November last year 
that he convinced 
crypto payment service 
provider Bitpay to 
support shiba inu.

https://decrypt.co/94045/ftx-1-billion-philanthropic-future-fund-improve-humanity
https://decrypt.co/94045/ftx-1-billion-philanthropic-future-fund-improve-humanity
https://news.bitcoin.com/amc-theatres-to-accept-dogecoin-shiba-inu-payments-in-coming-weeks/
https://news.bitcoin.com/amc-theatres-to-accept-dogecoin-shiba-inu-payments-in-coming-weeks/
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Virtual Cosmetics 
Are Now A Thing 
As L’Oreal Enters 
The Metaverse

Read more...

Read more...

At this point, 
everything that 
can conceptually 

be moved to the 
metaverse has been 
moved. This includes 
clothing, gaming, 
general daily living, 
and now L’Oreal is 
moving cosmetics to 
the metaverse. It is the 
first to do this as it files 
multiple patents that 
will allow the cosmetics 
giant to provide 
virtual variations of its 
products for use in this 
budding space.

L’Oreal Enters 
Metaverse
L’Oreal is the latest 
of many fashion and 
beauty brands that 
have begun making 
their marks in the meta-
verse. Following its 
predecessors, the cos-
metics giant has filed a 
number of trademarks 
that will mark its entry 
into the space. A total 
of 17 trademarks was 
filed with the World 
Intellectual Property 

Organization that 
encompassed the brand 
and its subsidiaries.

The French brand is 
planning to offer virtual 
versions of its cosmetics 
in the metaverse such 
as skincare, haircare, 
etc, all of which will be 
in downloadable format. 
L’Oreal plans to offer 
things like virtual per-
fumes for purchase in 
the metaverse.

L’Oreal USA made the 
filings, all of which are 
related to the brand’s 
subsidiaries such as 
Kiehl’s, Urban Decay, 
Maybelline, It Cosmetics, 
and Essie, a nail var-
nish brand. The regis-
trations cover a wide 
range of capabilities 
like the rights for non-
downloadable virtual 
fragrances in the meta-
verse in the case of 
Kiehl’s.

South Korea to invest 
$187M in national 
metaverse project

The government 
will provide 
$186.7 million 

to stimulate the 
growth of a metaverse 
platform that it hopes 
businesses and 
industries will thrive in.

South Korea’s Ministry 
of ICT, Science, and 
Future Planning 
pledged 223.7 billion 
Korean won ($186.7 
million) to create a 
broad metaverse eco-
system to support 
the growth of digital 
content and corporate 
growth within the coun-
try.

The ministry wrote 
in an official state-
ment on Sunday that 
funds will be spent on 
completing four main 
objectives in creating 
what appears to be an 
all-encompassing meta-
verse ecosystem titled 
the “Expanded Virtual 
World.”

The government agen-
cy intends on using its 
metaverse as a plat-
form for expanding the 
virtual industrial growth 
of cities, education and 
media.

Content creators will 
enjoy support on mul-

tiple fronts to attract 
the right talent to help 
build the platform. The 
ministry said that it will 
host community-orient-
ed creative activities, 
a metaverse developer 
contest and a hack-
athon.

Hashed CEO Simon Kim 
pointed out that the 
new metaverse plat-
form has a particular 

focus on boosting com-
mercial expansion by 
providing financial sup-
port for participants. He 
told Cointelegraph on 
Monday that he doesn’t 
think there is a prob-
lem with the govern-
ment providing funding 
because “the private 
sector is actively invest-
ing in the metaverse 
market.” He continued:

https://bitcoinist.com/loreal-enters-the-metaverse/
https://bitcoinist.com/loreal-enters-the-metaverse/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/south-korea-to-invest-187m-in-national-metaverse
https://cointelegraph.com/news/south-korea-to-invest-187m-in-national-metaverse
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